Attentive video modeling is essential for action recognition in unconstrained videos due to their rich yet redundant information over space and time. However, introducing attention in a deep neural network for action recognition is challenging for two reasons. First, an effective attention module needs to learn what (objects and their local motion patterns), where (spatially), and when (temporally) to focus on. Second, a video attention module must be efficient because existing action recognition models already suffer from high computational cost. To address both challenges, a novel What-Where-When (W3) video attention module is proposed. Departing from existing alternatives, our W3 module models all three facets of video attention jointly. Crucially, it is extremely efficient by factorizing the high-dimensional video feature data into lowdimensional meaningful spaces (1D channel vector for 'what' and 2D spatial tensors for 'where'), followed by lightweight temporal attention reasoning. Extensive experiments show that our attention model brings significant improvements to existing action recognition models, achieving new state-of-the-art performance on a number of benchmarks.
Introduction
Human action recognition in unconstrained videos remains an unsolved problem, particularly as the recent research interest has shifted to fine-grained action categories involving interactions between humans and objects [6, 17, 31, 61] . Why is a simple action such as "placing something next to something" so hard for a computer vision system yet so trivial for humans? One explanation is that videos typically contain highly redundant information in space and time which distracts a vision model from computing discriminative representations for recognition. For instance, with a cluttered background, there could be many other objects in the scene which can also interact with humans. Removing such distracting information from video modeling poses a great challenge. Human vision systems, on the other hand, have highly effective attention mechanisms to focus on the most relevant objects and motion patterns (what) at the right place (where) and time (when) [37] . Introducing attention modeling in a video action recognition model is therefore not only useful but also essential.
Although attention modeling has been universally adopted in recent natural language processing (NLP) studies [2, 7, 14, 30, 50] , and many static image based computer vision problems [12, 19, 22, 34, 56] in the deep learning era, it is much understudied in action recognition. This is due to a fundamental difference: there are two facets in attention modeling for NLP (what and when), as well as static image (what and where), but three for video (what, where and when). Adding one more facet into attention modeling brings about significant challenges in model architecture design, training and inference efficiency. As a result, existing attentive action recognition models [9, 28, 33, 53, 55] only focus on a subset of the three facets. Among them, only the self-attention based non-local module [53] shows convincing benefits and is adopted by recent 3D CNN-based models. However, it adds significant computational cost (see Table 6 ) and is known to be hard to train [45] .
In this paper, a novel What-Where-When (W3) video attention module is proposed. As suggested by the name, it models all three facets of video attentions. Crucially, it is extremely efficient, only adding marginal computational overhead in terms of floating point operations when introduced in an existing action recognition model. Inspired by the recent spatial and channel-wise factorization adopted in static image attention [56] , the key idea of W3 is to factorize channel and spatial attention into static and temporal components. More concretely, given a feature map from a video CNN block/layer denoted as a tensor of four dimensions (time, channel and two for space), two attention sub-modules are formulated. In the first sub-module, each channel (representing object categories and local movement patterns, i.e., 'what') is attended, followed by 1D CNN based temporal reasoning. It is thus designed to capture important local motions evolving over time. In the second sub-module, spatial attention evolution over time is modeled using a lightweight 3D CNN to focus on the 'where' and 'when' facets. The two sub-modules are then applied to the original feature map sequentially and trained end-to-end with the rest of the model. Even after extensive factorization, the introduction of temporal reasoning in both sub-modules makes our W3 hard to train. This is due to the vanishing gradient problem when our attention module with temporal reasoning is added to each layer of a stateof-the-art deep video CNN models such as I3D [4] or TSM [29] . To overcome this problem, two measures are taken. First, gradients are directed to the attention modules of each layer by an attention guided feature refinement module. Second, Mature Feature-guided Regularization (MFR) is formulated based on staged self-knowledge-distillation to prevent the model from being stuck in a bad local minimum.
The main contributions of this work are as follows. (1) We introduce a novel What-Where-When (W3) video attention module for action recognition in unconstrained videos. It differs from existing video attention modules in that all three facets of attention are modeled jointly. (2) The computational over-head of the proposed attention module is controlled to be marginal (e.g., merely 1.5% ∼ 3.2% extra cost on TSM) thanks to a new factorized network architectural design for video attention modeling. (3) The problem of effective training of a deep video attention module is addressed with a novel combination of attention guided feature refinement module and mature feature-guided (MFR) regularization. Extensive experiments are conducted on four fine-grained video action benchmarks including Something-Something V1 [17] and V2 [31] , EgoGesture [61] , and EPIC-Kitchens [6] . The results show that our module brings significant improvements to existing action recognition models, achieving new state-of-theart performance on a number of benchmarks.
Related Work
Video action recognition Video action recognition has made significant advances in recent years, due to the availability of more powerful computing facilities (e.g., GPU and TPU), the introduction of ever larger video datasets [4, 6, 17, 24] , and the active developments of deep neural network based action models [11, 29, 32, 49, 52, 53, 54, 63, 64] . Early efforts on deep action recognition were focused on combining 2D CNN for image feature computing with RNN for temporal reasoning [1, 8, 59, 63] or 2D CNN on optical flow [41] . These have been gradually replaced by 3D convolutions (C3D) networks [23, 47] recently. The 3D kernels can be also formed via inflating 2D kernels [4] which facilitates model pre-training using larger scale image datasets, e.g., ImageNet.
Two recent trends in action recognition are worth mentioning. First, the interest has shifted from coarse-grained categories such as those in UCF101 [43] or Kinetics [4] where background (e.g., a swimming pool for diving) plays an important role, to fine-grained categories such as those in Something-Something [17] and EPIC-Kitchens [6] where modeling human-object interaction is the key. Second, since 3D CNNs typically are much larger and require much more operations during inference, many recent works focus on efficient network designed based on 2D spatial + 1D temporal factorization (R2+1D) [10, 36, 49] or 2D+temporal shift module (TSM) [48] . TSM is particularly attractive because it has the same model complexity as 2D CNN and yet can still capture temporal information in video effectively. In this work we focus on fine-grained action recognition for which attention modeling is crucial and using TSM as the main backbone instantiation even though it can be applied to any other video CNN models. Attention in action recognition Most existing video attention modules are designed for the out-of-date RNN based action recognition models. They are based on either encoder-decoder attention [9, 28, 33, 46, 51, 55] , spatial attention only [16, 39, 55] , temporal attention [46, 51] , or spatio-temporal attention [9, 28, 33, 55] . Compared to our W3, they are much weaker on the 'what' facet -our module attends to each CNN channel representing a combination of object and its local motion pattern only when it evolves over time in a certain way. Further, as they are formulated in the context of recurrent models, they cannot be integrated to the latest video CNN-based state-of-the-art action models. Other video attention methods are designed specifically for egocentric videos [27, 44] or skeleton videos [40, 42, 58] , which however assume specific domain knowledge (e.g., central objects [44] ), or extra supervision information (e.g., eye gaze [27] ), or clean input data (e.g., skeleton [40, 42, 58] ). In contrast, our module is suited for action understanding in unconstrained videos without extra assumptions and supervision.
Note that the aforementioned video attention modules as well as our W3 are non-exhaustive, focusing on a limited subset of the input space to compute attention. Recently, inspired by the success of transformer self-attention in NLP [7, 50] , non-local networks have been proposed [53] and adopted widely [15, 29, 48] . By computing exhaustively the pairwise relationships between a given position and all others in space and time, non-local self-attention can be considered as a more generic and potentially more powerful attention mechanism than ours. However, a number of factors make it less attractive than W3. (1) Self-attention in NLP models use positioning encoding to keep the temporal information. When applied to video, the non-local operator does not process any temporal ordering information (i.e., missing 'when'), while temporal reasoning is performed explicitly in our attention module. (2) The non-local operator induces larger computational overhead (see Table 6 ) due to exhaustive pairwise relationship modeling and is known to have convergence problems during training [45] . In contrast, our W3 adds neglectable overhead (see Table 6 ), and is easy to train thanks to our architecture and training strategy specifically designed to assist in gradient flow during training. Importantly, our model is clearly superior to non-local when applied to the same action model (see Sec. 4).
What-Where-When Video Attention
Overview. Given an action recognition network based on a 3D CNN or its various lightweight variants, our W3 is illustrated in Fig. 1 . We take a 4D feature map F ∈ R T ×C×H×W from any intermediate layer as the input of W3, where T, C, H, W denote the frame number of the input video clip, the channel number, the height and width of the frame-level feature map respectively. Note that the feature map of each channel is obtained using a 3D convolution filter or a time-aware 2D convolution in the case of TSM networks [63] ; it thus captures the combined information about both object category and its local movement patterns, i.e., 'what'. The objective of W3 is to compute a same-shape attention mask M ∈ R T ×C×H×W that can be used to refine the feature map in a way such that action class-discriminative cues can be sufficiently focused on, whilst the irrelevant ones are suppressed. Formally, this attention learning process is expressed as:
where ⊗ specifies the element-wise multiplication operation, and f () is the W3 attention reasoning function.
To facilitate effective and efficient attention learning, we consider an attention factorization scheme by splitting the 4D attention tensor M into a channel- temporal attention sub-module M c ∈ R T ×C and a spatio-temporal attention sub-module M s ∈ R T ×H×W . This reduces the attention mask size from T CHW to T (C + HW ) and therefore the learning difficulty. As such, the above feature attending is reformulated into a two-step sequential process as:
(2) where f c () and f s () denote the channel-temporal and spatio-temporal attention functions, respectively. The arguments of F specify the dimensions of elementwise multiplication. Next we provide the details of the two attention sub-modules.
Channel-temporal Attention
The channel-temporal attention focuses on the 'what-when' facets of video attention. Specifically it measures the importance of a particular object-motion pattern evolving temporally across a video sequence in a specific way. For computational efficiency, we squeeze the spatial dimensions (H × W ) of each framelevel 3D feature map to yield a compact channel descriptor d chnl ∈ R T ×C as in [60, 21] . While average-pooling is a common choice for global spatial information aggregation, we additionally include max-pooling which would be less likely to miss small and/or occluded objects. Using both pooling operations is also found to be more effective in static image attention modeling [56] . We denote the two channel descriptors as d avg-c and d max-c ∈ R C×1×1 (indicated by the purple boxes in the top of Fig. 1 ).
To mine the inter-channel relationships for a given frame, we then forward d avg-c and d max-c into a shared MLP network θ c-frm with one hidden layer to produce two channel frame attention descriptors, respectively. We use a bottleneck design with a reduction ratio r which shrinks the hidden activation to the size of C r × 1 × 1, and combine the two frame-level channel attention descriptors by element-wise summation into a single one M c-frm . We summarize the above frame-level channel-temporal attention process as
where f θ c-frm () outputs channel frame attention and σ() is the sigmoid function.
In fine-grained action recognition, temporal dynamics of semantic objects are often the distinguishing factor between classes that involve human interaction with the same object (e.g., opening/closing a book). To model the dynamics, a small channel temporal attention network θ c-vid is introduced, composed of a CNN network with two layers of 1D convolutions, to reason about the temporally evolving characteristics of each channel dimension ( Fig. 1 top-right). This results in our channel-temporal attention mask M c , computed as:
Concretely, this models the per-channel temporal relationships of successive frames in a local window specified by the kernel size K c-vid , and composed by two layers (we set K c-vid = 3 in our experiments, producing a composed temporal attention span of 6 frames with two 1D CNN layers). In summary, the parameters of our channel attention model are {θ c-frm , θ c-vid }.
Spatio-temporal Attention
In contrast to the channel-temporal attention that attends to discriminative object local movement patterns evolving temporally in certain ways, this submodule attempts to localize them over time. Similarly, we apply average-pooling and max-pooling along the channel axis to obtain two compact 2D spatial feature maps for each video frame, denoted as d avg-s and d max-s ∈ R 1×H×W . We then concatenate the two maps and deploy a spatial attention network θ s-frm with one 2D convolutional layer for each individual frame to output the frame-level spatial attention M s-frm . The kernel size is set to 7×7 (see Fig. 1 bottom-left). To incorporate the temporal dynamics to model how spatial attention evolves over time, we further perform temporal reasoning on {M s-frm i } T i=1 ∈ R T ×H×W using a lightweight sub-network θ s-vid composed of two 3D convolutional layers. We adopt the common kernel size of 3 × 3 × 3 ( Fig. 1 bottom-right) . We summarize the frame-level and video-level spatial attention learning as:
The parameters of spatio-temporal attention hence include {θ s-frm , θ s-vid }. 
Model Architecture
Our W3 video attention module can be easily integrated into any existing CNN architecture. Specifically, it takes as input a 4D feature tensor and outputs an improved same-shape feature tensor with channel-spatio-temporal video attention.
In this paper, we focus on the ResNet-50 based TSM [29] as the main instantiation for integration with W3. Other action models such as I3D [4] and R2+1D [36, 49] can be easily integrated without architectural changes (see Supplementary for more details). With ResNet-50 as an example, following the multi-block stage-wise design, we apply our attention module at each residual block of the backbone, i.e., performing the attention learning on every intermediate feature tensor of each stage. A diagram of W3-attention enhanced ResNet-50 is depicted in Fig. 2 , with attention maps for every residual including a further attention refinement module to be explained in Section 3.4.
Model Training
Learning discriminative video attention would be challenging if trained with standard gradient back propagation through multiple blocks from the top end. This is because each layer of the action model now has an attention module with temporal reasoning. For those modules, the loss supervision is indirect and gradually becomes weaker/vanishing when it reaches the bottom levels. We overcome this issue by exploiting two remedies: (1) attention guided feature refinement on architecture design and (2) mature feature-guided regularization on training strategy.
Attention guided feature refinement. In addition to the standard gradient pathway across the backbone network layers, we further create another pathway for the attention modules only. Concretely, we sequentially aggregate all the stage-wise attention masks M s,j i at the frame level, where i and j index the frame image and network stage, respectively. Suppose there are N network stages (e.g., 4 stages in ResNet-50), we obtain a multi-level attention tensor by adaptive average pooling (AAP) and channel-wise concatenation (Fig. 2) :
where H l and W l refer to the spatial size of the last stage's feature map x i ∈ R C l ×H l ×W l . AAP is for aligning the spatial size of attention masks from different stages. Taking M ms i as input, we then deploy a tiny CNN network θ ref (composed of one conv layer with C l 1×1 sized kernels for channel size alignment) to produce a feature refining map, which is further element-wise added to x i . Formally, it is written as:
where y i is the refined feature map of frame i. This process repeats for all the frames of a video sample. Discussion. The newly introduced pathway provides dedicated, joint learning of video attention from multiple stages of the action model backbone and a shortcut for the gradient flow. This is because its output is used directly to aggregate with the final stage feature map, enabling the supervision flowing from the loss down to every single attention module via the shortcuts. This is essentially a form of deep supervision [5, 26] . Mature feature-guided regularization. Apart from attention deep supervision, we introduce mature feature guided regularization to further improve the model training. This follows a two-stage training process. In the first stage, we train a video action recognition model with the proposed attention module and attention guided feature refinement (Eq. (8)) until convergence, and treat it as a teacher model P . In the second stage, we train the target/student model Q with identical architecture by mimicking the feature maps of P at the frame level. Formally, given a frame image i we introduce a feature mimicking regression loss in the training of Q w.r.t. P as:
where y Q i and y P i are the feature maps obtained using Eq. (8) by the target (Q) and teacher (P ) models respectively, with the former serving as the mature feature to regularize the student's learning process via anchoring to a better local optimum than that of the teacher. For the training objective function, we use the summation of cross-entropy classification loss and attention-guided feature refinement loss (Eq. (8)) in the first stage. The feature mimicking regularization (Eq. (9)) further adds up in the second stage. During both training and testing, video-level prediction is obtained by averaging the frame-level predictions.
Discussion. Our regularization is similar to the notion of knowledge distillation (KD) [13, 20, 25, 38, 62] but has key differences: (1) Unlike the conventional KD methods aiming for model compression [20, 38] , we use the same architecture for both teacher and student networks. (2) Compared to [38] , which also distills feature map knowledge, we only limit to the last attended feature maps rather than multiple ones, and without the need of extra parameters for aligning the feature shape between student and target. (3) Although [25, 62] also use the same network architecture for teacher and student, they differently adopt an online distillation strategy which has higher memory usage than our offline counterpart. The representation for distillation used is class prediction distribution which also differs from the feature maps utilized in our model. (4) Born-Again networks [13] are more similar to ours since they also perform offline distillation using a single model architecture. However, as in [25, 62] they also use the class prediction distribution in distillation. Moreover, only simpler image learning tasks are tested in [13] , whilst we verify our training strategy in a more complex video analysis task.
Experiments

Comparisons with Existing State-of-the-Art Methods
Datasets
We utilized four popular fine-grained action recognition benchmarks: Something-Something V1 [17] , contains 108, 499 videos from 174 finegrained action classes about hand-object interactions. Some of these classes are visually subtle and hence challenging to differentiate, such as "Pretending to turn something upside down". Something-Something V2 [31] presents an extended version of V1, including 220, 847 higher-resolution videos with less noisy labels. EgoGesture [61] is a large scale multi-modal dataset with 21, 161 trimmed videos, depicting 83 dynamic gesture classes recorded by a head-mounted RGB+D camera in egocentric point of view. It is challenging due to strong motion blur, heavy illumination variations, and background clutter from both indoor and outdoor scenes. We followed the classification benchmark setting. EPIC-Kitchens [6] is a non-scripted first-person-view dataset recorded in 32 real kitchen environments over multiple days and cities. It has 55 hours of video, 39, 594 action segments, 454, 255 object bounding boxes, 125 verb and 331 noun classes. We evaluated the classification task on verb, noun, and action (verb+noun) on the standard test set.
Training and testing
We followed the common practice as [29, 53] . Specifically, the model was trained from ImageNet weights for all the datasets. For testing, multiple clips are sampled per video and used the full resolution images with shorter side 256. For efficient inference, we used 1 clip per video and the center crop sized at 224×224. All the competitors used the same setting for fair comparison. We reported Top-1/5 accuracy rates for performance evaluation. Results on Something-Something V1 We compared our W3 method with the state-of-the-art competitors in Table 1 . It is evident that our W3 with TSM [29] yields the best results among all the competitors, which validates the overall performance superiority of our attention model. We summarize detailed comparisons as below: (1) 2D models (1 st block): Without temporal inference, 2D models such as TSN [52] perform the worst, as expected. Whilst the performance can be improved clearly using independent temporal modeling after feature extraction with TRN [63] , it remains much lower than the recent 3D models. (2) 2D+3D models (2 nd block): As shown for ECO, the introduction of 3D spatio-temporal feature extraction notably boosts the performance w.r.t. TSN and TRN. However, these methods still suffer from high computational cost for a model with competitive performance. (3) 3D models (3 rd block): The I3D model [4] has been considered widely as a strong baseline and further improvements have been added in [11, 53, 54] including self-attention based non-local network. A clear weakness of these methods is their huge computational cost, making deployment on resource-constrained devices impossible. (4) Time-shift models (4 th block): As the previous state-of-the-art model, TSM [29] yields remarkable accuracy with the computational cost as low as 2D models. Importantly, our W3 attention on top of TSM further boosts the performance by a significant margin. For instance, it achieves a Top-1 gain of 3.6%/5.4% when using 8/16 frames per video in test, with only a small extra cost of 0.5G/2.1G FLOPs.
Results on Something-Something V2 The results are shown in Table  2 . Following [29] , we used two clips per video each with 16 frames in testing. Overall, we have similar observation as on V1. For instance, TRN [63] is clearly inferior to our baseline TSM [29] , and our method further significantly improves the Top-1 accuracy by 3.4% when using 16×2 full resolution frames.
Results on EgoGesture TSM and our model. It is obvious that our W3 with TSM outperforms all the competitors, often with a large margin.
Results on EPIC-Kitchens
We compared our method with a number of state-of-the-art action models in Table 4 . In this experiment, we adopted the test setup of [35] : using two clips per video and ten crops. On this realistic and challenging dataset, we observed consistent performance gain obtained by adding our W3 attention model to the baseline TSM across verb, noun, and action classification. This leads to the best accuracy rates among all the strong competitors evaluated in the same setting. For example, W3 improves the action top-1 accuracy by 5.3%/2.8% on seen/unseen kitchen test sets. We also report a clear margin over the current state-of-the-art model, Action Banks [57] on verb classification. Note that Action Banks uses more temporal data for every action and noun prediction, and an extra object detector. This gives it an unfair advantage over our model, and explains its better performance on noun classification and subsequent action classification. The results validate the importance of spatiotemporal attention learning for action recognition in unconstrained egocentric videos, and the effectiveness of our W3 attention formulation. Top-1  Top-5  Top-1  Top-5  Top-1 Top-5 Model S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2 
Verb Noun Action
Ablation Study
Setting We conducted an in-depth ablation study of our W3 attention module on Something-Something V1 [17] , We used ResNet-50 based TSM [29] as the baseline and adopted the same setting. We fine-tuned the model from ImageNet pre-trained weights with 16 RGB frames per video. In testing, we used 1 clip per video and the center crop of 224 × 224. We adopted the Top-1 accuracy as the performance evaluation metric. thus far in the literature. The results in Table 6 show that (i) Our W3 attention yields the most significant accuracy boost over the base action model TSM [29] , validating the overall performance advantages of our attention operation.
(ii) When combined with TSM and end-to-end trained, surprisingly CBAM produces a very strong performance on par with Non-Local attention, indicating that a strong video action method can be composited by simply applying image attention to top-performing action models. However, there is still a clear gap against the proposed W3 with a more principled way of learning spatio-temporal video attention. (iii) W3 achieves this by being much less compute-intensive than the Non-local alternative, adding virtually no extra computational cost on top of TSM. The above analysis suggests that CBAM and our mature feature guided regularization (MFR) both are very effective. We thus expect their combination to be a stronger competitor. The results in Table 7 validate this -an extra +1.4% boost in Top-1 accuracy over CBAM alone when our new training strategy is applied. Interestingly, we note that the gain by MFR is more significant (2.4% increase) when used with the proposed attention mechanism. A plausible reason is that richer spatio-temporal information is captured by our attention model in the first training stage, which further benefits the subsequent regularization process.
Attention visualization and interpretation
We visualized the attended regions of our W3 in comparison to CBAM. The attention masks of three video sequences each with five evenly sampled frames are shown in Fig. 3 . We observed that, CBAM tends to attend objects and/or hands whenever they appear, regardless if some action is happening or not (i.e., static spatial attention). In contrast, our W3 attention is activated only when a specific action is ongoing (i.e., spatiotemporal attention), and importantly all the informative regions are attended including hands, active objects, and related scene context. For instance, in the second example action "Placing something next to something", the neighbouring scissor is also attended, which clearly interprets how our model can make a correct prediction. A similar phenomenon is observed in the third example action "Pushing something off something".
Conclusions
We have presented a novel lightweight video attention module for fine-grained action recognition in unconstrained videos. Used simply as a drop-in building block, our proposed W3 module significantly improves the performance of existing action recognition methods with very small extra overhead. It yields superior performance over a number of state-of-the-art alternatives on a variety of action recognition tasks. In the main paper, as a showcase we have introduced our proposed W3 module in the state-of-the-art TSM network [29] (the baseline action model), and conducted extensive evaluations and analysis on several action benchmarks. In this supplementary, we focus on the generality analysis of W3 video attention across different baseline action models. Setting We use the Something-Something-V1 dataset [17] . To examine the pure effect of W3, we exclude the proposed Mature Feature guided Regularization (MFR) in model training. Apart from TSM, we further evaluate the widely adopted I3D [4] and the very recent TAM [10] as the baseline models, separately. W3 is evaluated in the same training and testing setup as any baseline model for fair comparison and accurate analysis. Results The results are shown in Table 8 . It is clear that W3 consistently brings about accuracy performance boost to very different baseline architectures. This suggests strong generality of the proposed W3 attention in improving existing action models. It is also worth mentioning that further applying our MFR strategy to model training, we would expect more significant performance margins (cf. Table 5 in the main paper).
